Breaches in a World of Endpoint Complexity

You can’t protect what you can’t see, and effective endpoint security requires a comprehensive view of every device on your network.

With many organizations managing thousands of endpoints across distributed, hybrid networks, identifying all devices, servers and cloud connections continues to be the number-one priority for IT executives.

But modern security breaches are growing in sophistication, making it increasingly difficult to protect your network with traditional security defenses alone.

From hardware breaches and privilege escalations to supply chain hacks and data theft, organizations need to have a robust security platform to prevent attacks and reduce the scope of vulnerabilities to limit the impact of cybercrime.

Endpoint Security for Tomorrow’s Threats

The Tanium Platform allows security teams to rapidly identify and respond to threats across virtually any kind of network, regardless of the number of endpoints or the infrastructure complexity.

With Tanium, security and IT teams can reduce risk by discovering and managing endpoints, shrinking the attack surface with rapid updates and patches to reduce vulnerabilities.

Teams can also investigate incidents and hunt threats while quarantining and remediating endpoints, all in real-time.

And Tanium helps organizations quickly recover from security incidents by managing policies and configurations while generating alerts of suspicious behavior.

Key Benefits

Tanium Endpoint Security: A fast, flexible and comprehensive solution for fortifying end-user, server and cloud endpoints at any scale.

- **Asset Discovery:** Quickly discover and take control of hardware and software assets across any size network. Find hidden assets for comprehensive visibility to improve efficiencies and secure the business.

- **Manage Vulnerabilities:** Find issues and misconfigurations with comprehensive vulnerability and configuration assessments. Reduce your network’s attack surface and help meet compliance standards.

- **Reduce Risk:** Identify and manage sensitive data to meet data protection regulations. Minimize compliance risk and improve data security through endpoint visibility and control.

- **Rapid Response:** Automate threat detection on endpoints and resolve breaches before they cause harm. Investigate and contain threats with live usage data and one year of historical data.
“Tanium allows us to rapidly quarantine suspect or infected machines for remediation. This has reduced our response time to less than an hour rather than days, and, better yet, we no longer need to send an engineer out to a store.”

Jeff Johnson
Information Security Operations Director, AutoNation

Tanium: Endpoint Security at Any Scale
Address critical requirements of security and risk management, supporting security operations, engineering and analyst teams.

Comprehensive Endpoint Security
With the Tanium Endpoint Security and Risk portfolio, IT organizations gain:

- A single view of all end-user, server and cloud endpoints
- Both real-time and one year of historical data that inform immediate business decisions
- One endpoint agent for integrated management and security to fortify endpoints against threats
- An extensible and flexible platform that adapts easily to new threats and vulnerabilities
- A bridge from SecOps to operations that aligns teams around a single set of data

The Tanium Platform
The Tanium Platform unifies security and IT operations teams with a single view of critical endpoint data that’s comprehensive, accurate and up-to-date.

Organizations can make informed decisions and act with lightning speed to minimize disruptions to the business. The Tanium Platform includes:

- Performance Monitoring
- Software Management
- Patch Management
- Configuration Management
- Asset Inventory
- Vulnerability Management
- Incident Response
- Data Risk & Privacy

Interested in learning more? Sign up for a demo of the Tanium Platform or try for free.

About Us
Tanium offers an endpoint management and security platform that is built for the world’s most demanding IT environments. Many of the world’s largest and most sophisticated organizations — including nearly half of the Fortune 100, top retailers and financial institutions, and multiple branches of the U.S. Armed Forces — rely on Tanium to make confident decisions, operate efficiently, and remain resilient against disruption. Visit us at www.tanium.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.